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Is the ALS ice bucket
challenge really helping?

Students gather on the dance floor during the Block Party on Saturday night. The event, which was moved to Festival due to
rain, is a part of 1787 Orientation and serves as a chance for freshmen to socialize and participate in various activities, such
as pedestal jousting, Zumba and wing-eating contests.

>> More photos on page B3
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Newman Lake loses its luster
JMU seizes opportunity in dam renovations for improvements
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... it was incredibly clear what
had been on
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few months —
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handling of
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and its subsequent media
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Newman Lake was drained of its water this summer in an effort to comply with Virginia state code. The
project will include a multi-use path around the lake and is slated to be completed by December.
By PATRICK MORTIERE
The Breeze

Among the vibrant trees and
serene landscapes around JMU,
Newman Lake has consistently
drawn in passers-by with an
enchanting fountain and often
less-than-pleasant geese.
Those who’ve returned to
campus may have noticed that
the university’s beloved focal
point is now a waterless crater

of mud and muck, littered with
miscellaneous objects lost to the
lake over the years.
There are numerous changes being made in and around
Newman Lake, but the project’s main initiative is to be in
compliance with new Virginia
Department of Conservation
and Recreation regulations,
which involve draining the lake
and widening the roadway dam.
In 2011, JMU’s Board of

Visitors approved a $950,000
project to make improvements
to the dam. However, the project
was pushed back until this past
spring to plan for a larger spillway to accommodate the lake.
By e n l a rg i n g t h e d a m
and spillway, the university
hopes to address stormwater
quality and reduce the possibility of potential flooding onto
see NEWMAN, page A4

Cheap tickets side effect
of UMD mini-pack
By WAYNE EPPS JR.
The Breeze
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Fans looking for last-minute tickets to the JMU football season opener
at the University of Maryland on Saturday don’t need to dig too deep into
their pockets.
Ticket resell site StubHub is
flooded with bargain seats, with
spots going for as low as $4.25. The
influx of cheap seats speaks to one
of the trends in athletics ticketing:
mini-packages.
Maryland is beginning its first season in the Big Ten Conference, and
arguably its biggest home conference

game is against Ohio State University. But the school is only selling
tickets to that game in a “mini-pack,”
which includes a ticket to the JMU
game.
“They try to leverage a really
popular game with some of their
not-as-popular games to try to kind
of boost sales for some of those,” said
Mike Hughes, the JMU director of
athletics ticketing. “In this instance,
it kind of backfired a little bit, just
because all the Ohio State fans, they
didn’t care to come see the JMU
game. They just wanted to see the
Ohio State game.”
From the Maryland perspective,

In the past 15 years, only four or five
expulsions have taken place at JMU,
and none of them were related to sexual assault cases.
In fact, the Office of Accountability
and Restorative Practices (OSARP),
formerly Judicial Affairs only processes
about two or three sexual assault cases
a year. This is all according to Josh
Bacon, the associate dean of OSARP.
This summer, a sexual assault case
involving former JMU student Sarah
Butters was brought to the media’s
attention, causing some members of
the JMU community to question the
school’s judicial system.
Butters spoke to the media about a
sexual assault that occurred during a
2013 spring break trip to Panama City
Beach, Fla.
The case ended in the university’s
judicial system punishing three male
JMU students with post-graduation
expulsion sanctions — allowing them
to graduate but not return to campus.
Butters filed a federal complaint to the
U.S. Department of Education’s Office
for Civil Rights, which brought JMU
under federal investigation for its handling of the case.
Butters declined to comment to The
Breeze for this article and the university has repeatedly offered no comment
on the case, citing privacy reasons.
Butters has also withdrawn from the
university.

“There’s training that
will be offered, of
course, to the new
students as part of
their orientation,
but it’s something
that we all have a
responsibility to
participate in ...”
Jon Alger

JMU president

The incident has stirred controversy
among students and alumni and has
even led to a Washington Post opinion piece from two JMU alumni who
helped change sexual assault policies
in 1994, claiming a “culture of callousness” on sexual assault still exists
at JMU.
Ever since the controversy erupted
in May, some changes concerning the
university’s judicial system have been
made and JMU has stressed that it’s
tweaking its policies.

University reviews policies

the idea is that there’s more of a likelihood the JMU tickets are going to be
used by someone because someone
paid for them. Just not necessarily
those fans planning to see Ohio State.
Matt Monroe, Maryland’s assistant
athletics director for ticket services,
said that the packages are not sold
with the secondary market in mind.
But he acknowledged that people
not interested in the JMU game will
either sell that ticket or give it away.
It’s a way to increase attendance for
a lower-demand game.
Hughes said he believes the

In a sit-down interview with The
Breeze, JMU President Jon Alger
expressed that the university is increasing its prevention efforts and the
amount of training that faculty, staff
and incoming students are expected
to be a part of, including bystander
training.
“There’s training that will be offered,
of course, to the new students as part of
their orientation,” Alger said. “But it’s
something that we all have a responsibility to participate in...”
Even though JMU hasn’t created any
new orientation programs this year to
specifically address sexual assault,
this topic was still a part of some orientation sessions. Most programs that
cover sexual assault prevention and
bystander training are included with
programs that also offer advice for

see TICKETS, page B5

see ASSAULT, page A4

Resell markets flooded with seats for JMU season opener
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Before starting work on the first issue, The Breeze conducted a sit-down interview with President
Jon Alger. We started the #AskAlger hashtag on social media in order to gather your questions so
we could relay them to him.
Here are some of our favorite responses.

With tuition increasing every year how are students
suppose to survive going thousands and thousands of
dollars into debt.
Nick Barrett | via Facebook

President Alger, when will @JMU commit to reporting all
allegations of sexual assault to the police? #AskAlger
@AdamSharp | via Twitter

@TheBreezeJMU why does Godwin hall smell like a combo
of feet and popcorn? Can we bottle and sell the fragrance?
#askalger
@chubbykickers | via Twitter

Can you make sure that the people working the Chinese
counter at Festival have their jobs forever? They are absolutely
awesome, always ready to say hi and give you 2 parts orange
chicken to 1 part massive quantity rice. Miss that place big
time...
		
Richard Arena | via Facebook

@TheBreezeJMU #AskAlger Why are prices for parking
Why did I get expelled from the university for accidental
passes increasing while the number of spots for
“plagiarism” while sex offenders are allowed to remain
students? Why are sex offenders higher standing members of commuters are decreasing?
@jport93 | via Twitter
the JMU community than I am?
		Lizzie Bullock | via Facebook

How does tacking $1,700 onto a full-time student’s fees each
year for intercollegiate athletics strengthen academics?
		
Lawrence Emerson | via Facebook

Why isn’t his administration doing more to combat sexual
violence on campus? Why was Sarah Butters forced to drop out
of school, while her attacker is returning to campus this month?
Why is a promotional video the only thing that’s come out of this
debacle so far?
		
Emily Meyers | via Facebook

www.facebook.com/
TheBreezeJMU

Discuss this week’s burning topics with us! Send us your responses @TheBreezeJMU or on our Facebook.
@TheBreezeJMU
@TheBreezeSports

NATIONAL NEWS

WORLD NEWS

Federal gov’t to Obama lawsuit US reacts to
Car bomb in
Palestinians
Russia ignores
aid in coverage first of its kind Islamic terrorists Irbil raises fear lash out in Gaza int’l warnings
McClatchy Washington
Bureau

WASHINGTON — The
Obama administration on Friday moved to enact new rules
that help ensure contraception
coverage for employees of certain
companies that have religious
objections to birth control.
The new rule would isolate
the employers from the coverage
they found morally objectionable. They would be able to notify
the government of their objections, which in turn would notify
the insurance companies and
order them to provide the coverage at no cost.
Without the change, the religious-minded employers have
to contact the insurance companies directly.

Tribune Washington Bureau

Tribune Washington Bureau

McClatchy Foreign Staff

Los Angeles Times

Los Angeles Times

WASHINGTON — The
House’s vote to sue President
Barack Obama is the first such
legal challenge by a chamber of
Congress against a president,
and a historic foray in the fight
over constitutional checks and
balances.
The House approved the
resolution to sue in a near
party-line vote, 225-201. It
authorizes House Speaker John
A. Boehner to file suit in federal
court on behalf of the full body
“to seek appropriate relief ”
for Obama’s failure to enforce
a provision of the Affordable
Care Act that would penalize
businesses that do not offer
basic health insurance to their
employees.

EDGARTOWN, Mass. —
Declaring that the beheading
of an American journalist was
a terrorist attack on the United
States, the Obama administration said Friday that it was
weighing how to confront Islamic State militants in Syria, in
what would be a major escalation of U.S. efforts to defeat the
extremists.
This week a video was
released showing the killing of
James Foley at the hands of a
masked executioner who spoke
with a British accent. Obama is
considering all options to protect Americans from a threat
that could reach the United States and other Western
nations, a top adviser said.

IRBIL, IRAQ — A car bomb
that exploded along a busy Irbil
road Saturday evening was the
first attack on the capital of the
Kurdish autonomous region
since the Islamic State took control of much of adjacent Iraqi
Arab territory in mid-June, and
shocked the city, which has long
been considered an oasis of stability in northern Iraq.
A bomb planted in a parked
car exploded and wounded four
passers-by in an area that lacks
any obvious target for a terrorist
attack. But in the next hour, three
more suicide bombs exploded in
the nearby city of Kirkuk, killing
at least 18 people, convincing
most residents that the Irbil incident was linked.

ISRAEL — Palestinian
gunmen in the Gaza Strip
on Friday gunned down 18
fellow Palestinians accused
of spying for Israel. Palestinian militants also lashed out
against Israel with a barrage
of rocket and mortar fire.
A child reported to be
younger than 5 was killed
near the Gaza boundary,
the first Israeli civilian fatality since the early days of the
conflict. Tel Aviv residents
hurried into bomb shelters
as booms sounded over the
metropolitan area.
The day was also punctuated by Israeli airstrikes hitting
unspecified “terrorist” targets
in Gaza.

MOSCOW — Russia on
Friday defied international
warnings against its 280truck convoy barging into
eastern Ukraine without the
Kiev government’s consent,
drawing widespread condemnation for its intrusion
into the territory of its strifetorn neighbor.
Ukraine’s national security
chief called Russia’s unauthorized entrance a “direct
invasion” but said Ukrainian forces would refrain from
attacking the trucks to avoid
a dangerous escalation of the
conflict.
Compiled from McClatchyTribune wire services.
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While you were away from JMU
A guide to the demolition and construction projects around campus
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Police play it safe with residents

Officers take on safety campaign to improve community relations and educate students on change to city noise ordinance
By Patrick Mortiere
and William Mason
The Breeze

As officers made their way down
Devon Lane toward Foxhill Townhomes and Squire Hill, some residents,
already outside and watching the
police progress toward them, were
making last-ditch efforts to rid their
front yards of miscellaneous beer cans
and bottles.
This time, however, the police
weren’t looking to make any arrests.
The Harrisonburg Police Department, along with JMU’s Police
Department, JMU’s Office of Student
Accountability and the HarrisonburgRockingham County Emergency
Communication Center teamed up for
a multi-jurisdictional endeavor across
Harrisonburg last week.
“The goal is to educate the students
on what expectations we have from
them as the police department along
with what they can expect from us in
reaction to violations that occur,” Chris
Monahan, HPD Community Resource
Officer, said.
The campaign, directed toward
largely populated neighborhoods
with students, was initiated to prevent crime, inform and educate the
community of amended laws and ordinances, promote respectful behavior
and let students know the police can be
called upon. Officer Monahan believed
this was achieved by he and his fellow
officers going door to door.
“I think it was very successful, we got
an overwhelmingly positive response
from the reactions that we had we got
the message out to students,” Monahan said.
The city noise ordinance was
amended on Aug. 12 so that the police
will no longer use a decibel reading

James Chung / The breeze

Officer Jeff Fisher with the Harrisonburg Police Department speaks with senior hospitality major Matthew Southall at his residence
about ways to stay safe in Harrisonburg. The safety campaign looks to inform and educate residents on city ordinances and party rules.

to determine the disruptiveness of
a party. Instead, the new ordinance
specifies that between the hours of 10
p.m. and 7 a.m., any plainly audible
noise 100 feet or more from the source
can be grounds for police intervention.
Residents were informed of changes

to the city noise ordinance, and were
given flyers that provided tips and
information on how to be safe and
responsible when walking around
Harrisonburg and attending social
gatherings.
Cory Shoop, a senior health sciences

major, lives on Devon Lane and spoke
briefly with one of the police officers
when he came to the door Wednesday
afternoon. Shoop thinks the changes
to the laws are effective, and didn’t
seem too concerned with the unexpected visit by the police.

“I work for the police department
back home so it doesn’t really bother
me,” Shoop said.
The police officers were also informing students of their “register your
party, receive a warning” initiative,
which allows students to register their
party with the HPD. If someone calls
in a noise complaint, the person who
registered the party will receive a warning call from the police. If the problem
is corrected and no further complaints
are called in, HPD won’t be dispatched
to the location.
For many students, this option helps
to keep people out of trouble and
establishes a responsible method of
handling noise complaints while also
keeping loud parties from escalating.
Adam Kline, a senior marketing
major, found that the flyers and police
visit were informative and useful in
illustrating the changes being made,
and the options in place for students
who choose to host parties.
“I guess it was good to know the
guidelines going into the year instead
of maybe finding out about them halfway through,” Kline said.
While the sight of police officers
going door to door in broad daylight
caused some turning of heads and
stirs of confusion, Erik Nelson, a senior
management major, didn’t seem too
phased when asked about the unexpected police confrontation at his door.
“Only because we’re inside the
house, you know? If I was walking around on the street, it would be
creepy,” Nelson said.
Students who wish to register an
event or gathering may call HPD at
540-434-4436.
Contact Patrick Mortiere
and William Mason at
breezenews@gmail.com.
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Newman | JMU grapples with debris removal from bottom of lake bed
from front

Bluestone Drive and the roadway surrounding the lake.
The $3.3 million project began in May and will also include
a 10-foot-wide multi-use path along Bluestone Drive, allowing
people to walk around the entire perimeter of the lake.
Newman Lake holds a solemn past. A student drowned in the
late 1960s, and in 1998 the lake was drained to search for the body
of a missing Harrisonburg woman, who was discovered upstream
nearly a half mile from the lake.
Since its completion in 1967, swimming in Newman Lake holds
a traditional element among graduating seniors looking for peculiar tasks to fill their JMU bucket list. However, some students fear
the murky water, slimy algae and questionable turquoise dye of
the lake may ultimately pose as a health hazard.
While the colored dye actually screens certain light from the
spectrum to hinder certain excessive algae and weed growth, the
university is taking on more preventive measures to cope with
the lake’s water quality.
An aquatic bench around the lake’s perimeter, a forebay at
the entrance of the lake to capture sediment and pollutants and
upgrading the aerator fountain will confront more quality issues.
Students expecting to find remnants of mutant fish or the Loch
Ness Monster on the dried-up lake will instead find a television,
shopping cart and a mattress uniformly covered in a thick, brown
coat of mud and clay — among other unusual remains left by
previous classes.
At its core, the Newman Lake project is ultimately an environmental one, in which improvements are being made to prevent
debris and trash from the watershed and surrounding area from
collecting in the lake itself.
The items on the lake bed inspired calls to the university from
community members, which prompted action by the university
to remove any trash from the lake before the project’s completion

in December.
However, the lake bed is made up of dangerous
loose sediment, making the walking conditions
somewhat like quicksand, which poses a challenge
for anyone trying to venture out onto the bed.
Craig Short, JMU’s Facilities Management director, explained one possible method for the removal
of debris from the lake, which may actually involve
filling the lake back up with water before taking on
the task.
“During construction, while the lake elevation is
lowered, we will collect as much as we can around
the edges and just document where the debris is in
the lakebed areas that are currently inaccessible so
that we can get to them from a boat once the water
level has been re-established,” Short said.
Since Newman Lake is home to different
species of fish and wildlife, the university also
received calls during the summer inquiring about
the fate of the fish once the lake was drained.
Maggy Snyder, a junior psychology major,
James Chung / The breeze
expressed her concern on this matter, and
believes the effort on the lake is ultimately
The view from Newman Lake’s edge reveals a variety of litter from common objects
such as bottles and cans, to peculiar mud-covered mattresses and miscellaneous tires.
unnecessary.
“I think its a waste that they keep draining and
refilling the lake to keep up appearances,” Snyder said. “And they aware of the construction to the lake upon moving into his residence
built dams, and I feel like it’s hurting the life in the lake — like the hall in the Tree Houses. While many see the project as a temporary
fish are struggling.”
blemish on an otherwise picturesque campus, Anderson doesn’t
According to Bill Wyatt, JMU’s associate director of communica- seem too bothered by the sight.
tions, most of the fish in the lake were relocated to other places in
“Frankly, it’s going to be done by December, and I’m ok with it as
the area, with the exception of just one species.
long as it’s completed on time,” Anderson said. “It’s not really that
“Due to federal regulations, the university was unable to relocate big of an eyesore in my opinion.”
the carp in the lake since they are a non-native species,” Wyatt said.
Matt Anderson, a freshman international affairs major, wasn’t Contact Patrick Mortiere at breezenews@gmail.com.

assault | Alger joins with Va. university presidents in reviewing policies
from front

making good decisions when it comes
to topics like alcohol, discrimination or
unhealthy relationships.
According to Sarah Sunde, the associate director of the Orientation Office,
her office partners with the University
Health Center to offer programs that
educate students on sexual assault.
Sunde said in an email that “True
Life” is a program that takes place
during Summer Springboard, while
“Haven” is an online education program that incoming students must
complete between Summer Springboard and 1787 Orientation. “Dukes
Step Up!” is facilitated by UHC representatives and occurs during 1787
Orientation.
Howley explained that Haven is an
online program which discusses sexual assault, the definition of consent,
characteristics of unhealthy relationships, sexism, gender socialization and
bystander intervention.
According to Howley, True Life is a
presentation that discusses decision
making within the community.
Dukes Step Up!, on the other hand,
provides students with skills and techniques that teach them how to directly
or indirectly intervene in situations like
hazing, sexual assault, alcohol abuse
and discrimination.
The university has changed certain
policies and Alger has listed off nine
key initiatives JMU is taking in order
to improve campus safety, including
changing judicial hearing panels so
they only consist of faculty and staff
who are trained to handle these issues,
the introduction of a case management
team for victims of sexual misconduct,
and working with the governor, attorney general and other Virginia colleges
in sharing solutions.
“It’s not something you deal with
once and forget about, but we have
a very strong commitment here and
I believe we can make great strides
together,” Alger said. “Because I think
that all of us have a responsibility here
and I think we all recognize that this is
the kind of place that we are at JMU —
we work together on these issues and
that’s what we’re going to do going
forward.”
Alger also has signed on to a joint
declaration with other Virginia college
presidents and the attorney general’s
office to review policies and combat
sexual assault.

Filing a complaint
Even though the Butters incident
took place in another state, Bacon said
OSARP JMU’s judicial system is legally
required to take up the case.
According to Bacon, if a student
is assaulted by another student anywhere, even if they’re at home or on
break, the victim can press charges
through the university’s judicial system.
“For sexual misconduct, that is
required by law [for JMU to address it],
and I agree with it too because if something happens on winter break, let’s
say, and the two students come back,
that hostile environment is still there,”
Bacon said.
The consequences for sexual assault
can depend on each case. For some
cases, violations can result in suspension or expulsion from housing,
probation until graduation or for any
length of time, and between 10 and 15
hours of required mentoring.
They can also be asked to attend a
“Values Workshop,” a BASICS alcohol
program for cases involving alcohol,
or a “Civic Learning Program,” which
is similar to community service.
Depending on the case, those found
guilty may have to take a counseling or
an alcohol assessment.
Major violations can result in expulsion or suspension. While the expulsion
is forever, suspensions can range from a
semester to two years. However, Bacon

explained that most students who are
suspended for a year or more don’t
come back.
This year the post-graduation
expulsion ruling is still a possibility.
Depending on the situation, those on
the judical hearing board may have the
choice of a semester-long suspension,
immediate expulsion or post-graduation expulsion. While suspension will
produce more immediate effects, the
board may find that expulsion after
graduation, which means they could
be arrested if seen on campus, is a
better choice for the victim and the
community.
According to Bacon, factors such as
making a formal complaint, scheduling
an appointment and choosing whether
or not to press charges are decided by
the sexual assault victim.
“They come in and we’ll say, ‘You
know, when you tell us [you want to
press charges], we’ll press charges.’ And
now from doing this victims — or survivors — will sometimes right away want
to do it and will press charges right
away,” Bacon said. “Other times they
might want to wait a week, a month,
sometimes a year.”
If the victim would like to take the
case further, the judicial office can help
them get in contact with JMU’s police
department or the Harrisonburg police,
who can press criminal charges. The
university judicial system is an option
that students can pursue while also
pursuing a legal prosecution with the
criminal justice system.
He explained that if an assault victim
would like to press charges through the
university’s judicial system, the student
is assigned a trained staff member and
adviser from the university’s judicial
system who will sit down with them
and explain the process.
Once charges are placed, the
accused student is sent an email, which
explains that they are being charged
and what they are being charged with,
according to Bacon.
The email, he said, also asks them to
set up a hearing and informs them to
not have any contact with the accuser or witnesses in person, via email or
through social media.
When the alleged perpetrator
receives the email and calls in, they set
a date for the Accountability Board Meeting,
formerly called the
Administrative Option
Hearing, according to
Bacon. The hearing is
usually set up within
three days of the email
being sent.
If the accused
does not set up an
appointment, they
will be charged with
non-compliance.

the door.
According to Bacon, at the meeting,
three people are present: an administrator from OSARP’s office, who acts
as the chair, two faculty or staff members, who serve as voting members.
Both parties are given three days to
appeal the decision and the Accountability Appeal Board is usually set up
between two and seven days.
JMU’s Plan for
combating sexual
violence
1. A streamlined and updated student
complaint resolution process.
2. Sexual assault cases will now only
include faculty and staff who are professionally trained on these issues.
3. Information on sanctions has been
updated to reinforce that a full range of
sanctions, up to and including expulsion,
has always been available.
4. The university’s employee, affiliate,
contractor and visitor complaint resolution
procedure is undergoing extensive revisions
and is expected to be completed this fall.
5. A new position for an assistant director
for LGBT and Ally Education has been
created.
6. A case management team has been
established to provide further support for
student victims of sexual misconduct.
7. The university is augmenting training
and prevention efforts with faculty, staff and
students (e.g., including bystander training).
8. JMU is working with the governor’s
office, the attorney general’s office, and
other colleges across Virginia in sharing
best practices.
9. A new safety app called LiveSafe is now
available, which makes it easy for users to
share safety information (anonymously, if
they wish) — including reporting information and a “SafeWalk” feature which helps
friends keep track of where you are while
travelling.

However, students looking to
appeal can only do so once.
If either of the parties choose to
appeal the first decision, the case
is reviewed by the Accountability

Appeal Board, a smaller board that
consists of a panel of faculty and staff
members.
“They would review the videotape
or the transcripts … or the recording
of the first hearing and any written
appeal statements that both parties
made,” Bacon said.
After the Accountability Appeal
Board meets, if the case has resulted in suspension then it goes to a
final review by Mark Warner, the vice
president of Student Affairs. If a case
results in expulsion, Warner will consult with President Alger, according
to Bacon.
The final reviewers can take a number of actions on a case. If they want,
they can affirm the university’s judicial sanction, can reduce or increase
the sanction for a case, find a student not responsible and completely
dismiss the case, including charges,
and determine if the case should be
reheard at the case level or appeal
level.
There are many reasons why
reporting remains low. Bacon mentioned that one reason victims don’t
report it is because the line between
what is and isn’t sexual assault is
blurred.
“People will right away say sexual
misconduct is rape, and that’s not the
case,” Bacon explained. “It involves
a spectrum of behavior and it can
include inappropriate and non-consensual touching all the way up the
sexual intercourse and penetration.”

Hearing board selection
All faculty and staff members hoping to participate on the board of
OSARP are also required to participate in a yearly sexual misconduct
program, which takes about three
hours to complete, in addition to
multiple training sessions.
“There’s extensive training and
Title IX training and victim sensitivity
and trauma training, things they can
and cannot ask, and process training,”
Bacon said.
To be chosen to participate in the
sexual assault hearings, an email is
sent to a “pool” of faculty and staff
that gives the day and time of the

hearing. Those who are trained and
available will email back and OSARP
will create a gender-balanced board
based on the information.
This new system differs from last
year’s, where students were allowed
to serve on the board.
“One of things is that the accusing
student and, you know, victim survivor might not want to come forward
if they knew that their peers and students were on that board,” he said.

Student resources
Another option for victims is
the Counseling Center, which isn’t
involved in the process itself but does
offer support for the victim throughout the hearings, according to Patricia
Crocker, a staff psychologist who coordinates the Counseling Center’s Sexual
Trauma Empowerment Program.
While the Counseling Center
doesn’t have an established relationship with OSARP, Crocker explained
that they work with them in order
to provide students with the right
information.
“We work to provide accurate
information to students seeking our
services about what the adjudication
process may look like so victims can
make well-informed decisions regarding whether to pursue sanctions,”
Crocker explained.
While there are differing opinions
regarding the Sarah Butters’ case, many
students, including senior writing,
rhetoric and technical communications major and Campus Assault
ResponsE president Charity O’Connor,
would agree that sexual assault isn’t a
“unique” problem. But it is one that
shouldn’t be taking place, especially
at college campuses.
“Everyone has to take an active and
committed role in educating themselves before they can help anyone
else, O’Connor said. “It is important
to learn about the local and on-campus resources, familiarize yourself
with the scope of the problem, and
seek out experts in the field if you have
questions.”
Contact Erin Flynn at
breezenews@gmail.com.

Welcome Back!

The judicial
process
The Accountability Board Meeting is
a new adition to the
judicial process and
is where the case is
heard.
Both parties are
allowed to bring in
witnesses, as well as
witness and character
statements.
The accused and
accuser also have the
right to be at the hearing, but neither the
victim nor the accused
are required to be
present at the hearing. Instead, either
party can choose to
do it over Skype or
phone, place a divider
between the accused
and accuser or have
the victim sit outside
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An introduction for some, a refresher for most
A brief history on a campus favorite — Darts & Pats, along with what you need to know for making the perfect submission
I ’v e a l w a y s
hated icebreakers. Even as I
enter senior
year, the anxiety
of walking into a
new classroom,
group meeting
or workplace has
become borderline crippling. I develop nerves from
not knowing if I’ll be forced to jump,
run, make my peers sign something,
name a fun fact or whatever form of
torture the people at this school can
mask as “getting to know each other.”
This changed (only slightly) last
year when I began working here
at The Breeze . No, its icebreakers
weren’t any better, but it has helped
me develop a “fun fact” that’s actually
both fun and noteworthy.
For whatever reason, everyone
at JMU loves that I am in charge of
the Darts & Pats. I get a handful of
questions that range from “How do
you choose them?” to “What is the
weirdest one you’ve ever gotten?” It’s
made me realize that these silly little
quips are just as much of a custom as
holding doors, throwing streamers or
yelling “DUUUKES” with your arms
spread. Even better, I realized that I
am behind the scenes of a cherished
JMU tradition.
Weird development of my selfesteem aside, I figured that I’d give a
little backstory on the Darts & Pats for
anyone who is new here at JMU. For
those who are a little more familiar,
I will also provide four easy steps on
writing them.
I cracked open the archives last
week and searched for the first issue
with darts and pats, which dates back
to Aug. 26, 1991. The staff introduced
them with a statement that read:
“There are some things in life that
deserve public attention but the

closest they come to being heard are
through mumblings of approval or
disapproval. Well, these ‘things’ will
serve as targets for darts and pats and
will hopefully end an era of ignoring
well-acknowledged but unprinted
opinions.”
For you hardcore fans, here was the
very first dart ever printed:

“Our first official dart is
tossed at whoever decided
to move campus police
off campus. And what’s
with that new name ...
Public Safety Office?
What the hell is that?”
The format has changed over the
years, but it’s amazing to think that
JMU students from before our time
were just as sweet and sassy as we
are now. They wanted student voices to be heard, including those who
weren’t journalists. Fast forward
23 years, and this fan favorite has
become what you see below this
column.
Even though the Darts & Pats have
a loyal following, that doesn’t mean
they are easy to write, nor does it
mean that I receive them in the right
format. I appreciate every submission, and I love all my readers, but
allow me to give you the four steps
necessary for dishing out a hard-hitting dart or a swoon-worthy pat.

Step One
Arguably the most important, step
one is the first thing readers see.
It’s placed in quotation marks, thus
“naming” the dart or pat. There are a
handful of different ways you could

approach this. You can go cliche and
use the “knight-in-shining-armor” or
“you’re-my-hero” pats, or go the pop
culture route with something like a
“four-for-you-Glen-Coco” pat or a
“hey-I’m-walkin’-here!” dart. Always
make the words lowercase unless it’s a
proper name. My biggest tip for the first
step is to get creative with it! Be witty, be
funny, be sassy. Whether you’re making someone’s day, or possibly ruining
it, this is the part that packs a punch.

Step Two
Change the pace a little bit and we’re
at step two. This is where you point the
finger. While it does allow for a bit of
creativity, keep in concise and give the
reader some context. So, for example,
you can use the “hey-I’m-walkin’here!” dart and send it to the driver
of the truck who almost hit you while
crossing South Main Street. Call them
out and let them know they’re doing
something wrong, or in a pat’s case,
something much appreciated. The
only holdup is that you need to keep it
a little broad for legal reasons; the last
thing you and I need is a libel lawsuit.
For example, say “my housing development” instead of actually naming it.

Step Three
Step three is the easiest, simply being
the first part of your signature. The
most popular one I see is using your
year, so you could say, “From a freshman.” Other options include “From a
concerned citizen” or “From a driver.”
No one knows you better than you, so
choose whatever fits the situation. Your
options are truly endless.

Step Four
The last step is either sealing the love
letter or kicking them while they’re

A “Festi-family” pat to my fellow
employees at Festival.
From a graduated student
manager who will forever miss
working at the best dining location
she could have asked for.

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

A “stop-being-passiveaggressive-and-solve-yourproblems-face-to-face-like-afunctioning-human-being” dart
to all the people using darts as a
delivery system for things they’re
too afraid to say to someone.
From a junior who’s tired of your
whining.
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A “thanks-and-don’t-evenworry-about-it” pat to the girl
who left a note when she had to go
to a meeting instead of continuing
to watch my stuff at Carrier.
From an understanding and
appreciative senior who was only
sad that you couldn’t have stayed to
receive the cookie she bought you at
Starbucks.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.

A “thanks-for-thereassurance” pat to the 1964
alumna who still meets up with her
JMU friends annually.
From a new alumna who is sad
to leave her friends.
A “thank-you-for-helping-mereach-my dreams” pat to JMU for
putting the people and experiences
in my life that would ultimately
shape my desire to be the change
for the world.
From an appreciative student.
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down. Finish it off with that last little
tidbit. To complete our example, you
could say “From a freshman who may
have just moved in, but still knows that
pedestrians have the right of way.”
Put it all together and you have:
A “hey-I’m-walkin’-here” dart to
the driver of the truck who almost hit
me while crossing South Main Street.
From a freshman who may have just
moved in, but still knows that pedestrians have the right of way.
From an editor’s perspective, I
want to stress keeping them short
and sweet. Long stories can be interesting and/or funny, but also turn into
rants very easily. If you find a dart or
pat getting too long, feel free to send it
as a letter to the editor on The Breeze
website.

A “not-being-the-change-ora-model-for-engagment” dart
to the entire JMU administration
for being so far behind the curve
on both sexual misconduct/Title
IX issues and athletics conference
realignment.
From a frustrated alumnus who
wants you to get it together.
A “stick-to-the-status-quo”
dart to whoever is starting the
plethora of construction projects
across campus.
From a senior who doesn’t want
a brand new campus and thinks the
old buildings give it some character.
A “that-ain’t-cute” dart to my
roommate for openly cheating on
her boyfriend in our apartment.
From a concerned and annoyed
roommate who doesn’t like keeping
secrets.

The last piece of advice I have for
both newbies and loyal readers is to
submit, submit, submit! The form is
linked on The Breeze website and The
Breeze Facebook page.
I can count on two hands the
amount of darts and pats that never
made it into the paper last semester.
I try my absolute hardest to get every
message out there!
Hopefully I see an influx of darts
and pats this semester, and good luck
out there on the first week of classes,
especially with those icebreakers. If I
can survive them, so can you.
Corey Tierney is a senior media
arts and design major. Contact
Corey at breezeopinion@gmail.
com.

A “pay-per-what” dart to parking
services for thinking a pay-perspace system is a good substitute
for making half of Grace Streetw
deck faculty parking.
From a student who, at this point,
has given up the fight for a parking
space.
A “grace-under-pressure” pat to
the new older cashier at Wal-Mart
who was nice even during the rush
of move-in week.
From an appreciative customer
who wants more employees like you.
A “some-people-wait-foreverfor-a-moment-like-this” pat to
my class schedule for finally being
easy and manageable after three
years.
From a senior who will be
enjoying his three day weekend.

“To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs which have been gained by reason
and humanity over error and oppression.”
— james madison, 1800
Life Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Lauren Hunt
life editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Joanna Morelli
Sports Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Drew Crane
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Photo Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Holly Warfield
Photo Editor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .JAmes Chung
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National issues can have regional solutions
The sexual assault problem on college campuses needs to be fixed, starting here at JMU
As The Breeze enters its 92nd
year of publishing, its mission
still remains the same. We
cover the stories that satisfy the
interests of our student body. It’s
our responsibility to educate the
community on important topics.
Our editorial board is tasked with
taking stances on relevant issues
and helping you formulate a
personal opinion on local, national
and international topics.
When we got together as a staff
this summer, it was clear what had
been on everyone’s mind for these
past few months — the university’s
handling of sexual assault and the
subsequent media storm.
We brainstormed how to cover
this, and quickly realized that this
problem extends far beyond Sarah

Butters, Jon Stewart and Panama
City Beach.

We believe that if
JMU wants to be
the ‘national model
for the engaged
university’ then
our solutions must
come from within.
The sexual assault culture is
a prevalent problem at colleges
across this country — including
here at JMU. However, we don’t
think JMU can sit idly by and wait

for a top-level-down approach
in improving its prevention and
handling of sexual assault.
The individual case was a
necessary catalyst to start this
conversation, but this is a larger
issue than just raising awareness.
Sexual assault affects both the safety
and health of our fellow students
and the security of our campus.
We’ve heard from our readers and
know that many don’t believe JMU’s
system is doing its job of educating
and protecting students against
sexual assault.
Knowing this, we plan to
investigate the university’s system
and present ideas for change. We
want to expose injustice if it exists,
but overall our goal is to give our
readers the information necessary to

empower them to stand up against
sexual assault.
We need your support in
continuing a dialogue in the hopes
that we can make substantive
change at JMU. We also want a
chance to educate the community
on how situations dealing with
sexual assault are handled, and more
importantly, how the process can be
improved.
We believe that if JMU wants to be
the “national model for the engaged
university” then our solutions must
come from within.
We have a series of editorials
planned that we hope will spark
discussion, as well as investigative
and analytical news coverage on
sexual assault, judicial affairs and
the judicial process.

This isn’t just a Breeze battle. We
need help from you, the student
body, if we want to make a legitimate
change in the culture here at JMU.
We encourage you to submit
letters to the editor, Darts & Pats,
ideas for news stories, contact
information for sources or email us
with your opinion.
Tell us how you feel and what
you’ve experienced; above all, what
we want to know is your story.
President Jon Alger mentioned
to our staff during an interview
that sexual assault is a “national
problem.” Let’s prove to him that
a large-scale problem can be fixed
with small-scale solutions. Let’s set
a nationwide example as a campus
that is proactive and refuses to
tolerate sexual assault.
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duking it out

It’s not
about
attention
The ALS ice bucket
challenge is losing
its original meaning

courtesy of mct campus

Residents of Ferguson, Mo. protest against local law enforcement after the shooting of Michael Brown by officer Darren Wilson and the controversy of police brutality.

Police stifle the flow of information
The barricade keeping journalists out of Ferguson, Mo. contradicts integral First Amendment rights
I cannot claim to know
with certainty the events that
led to the shooting of Michael
Brown, nor can I claim to
know with certainty what
the motives behind Officer
Darren Wilson’s actions were.
As information comes in
from eyewitness statements,
autopsy reports and an
investigation by the U.S. Justice Department, the
truth will be revealed. This is one of the reasons
why the press needs to operate unencumbered
in Ferguson; to be able to discern fact from
falsehood. The police have acted in direct
opposition to the role of the press, suppressing
their ability to report in an aggressive fashion.
Looking at some of the photos from the
besieged community, you might mistake the
men carrying semi-automatic rifles in camo
uniforms, Kevlar vests, helmets and combat
boots to be members of the military. They are,
however, members of the local police.
In the past two weeks, Ferguson has started
bearing a striking resemblance to places like
Tahrir Square in Egypt or the Kiev Maidan
in Ukraine, rather than a small St. Louis
community. Protesters have come under fire in
the form of tear gas, stun grenades and rubber
bullets.
Accounts from the town claim that some
protesters engaged in violence with the police,
which I of course condemn.

Peaceful protest is the best course of action to
let the concerns of the community be heard, and
violence against the police will only precipitate
more violence.
Both protesters and police have a
responsibility to make sure that things go as
peacefully as possible without bringing harm to
one another. Tensions are justifiably high, but
that is not an excuse to engage in unnecessary
violence.

The police have acted in
direct opposition to the role
of the press, suppressing
their ability to report in
an aggressive fashion.

What cannot be justified under any
circumstances is attacking, threatening and
unjustly arresting journalists who are exercising
their First Amendment right to cover the news.
Ever since the events in Ferguson started to pick
up steam, journalists have faced severe and
troubling responses from the police force that
border on censorship.
There was the incident of two reporters being
arrested despite leaving the McDonald’s they

were told to evacuate. There is video of a reporter
being threatened with a gun by an officer for
filming, and a Getty Images photographer
arrested as well. Let’s not forget the tear gas
fired at an Al-Jazeera news team stationed away
from the police perimeter, followed by police
disassembling the setup the news crew put
together.
This is a country that prides itself on freedom
of the press. Without journalists covering the
story in Ferguson, the public would be lost in
a mire of conflicting claims from both sides.
We need the press to be there to confirm or
debunk the claims made and to bring the events
transpiring there to the general public.
With what right do the police think they can
harass, detain and threaten people who are doing
nothing more than their job as members of the
media? It’s not like this will make their image any
better. All this does is make the Ferguson police
look like they have something to hide. Whether
or not they actually do is still to be revealed.
The two things most people want out of this
situation are truth and justice. The protesters
are there to demand justice. Journalists are
there to discern the truth. The police and law
enforcement personnel would do well to act
responsibly in the face of public outcry and
tension.
Kevan Hulligan is a senior political science
major. Contact Kevan at hulligkx@dukes.jmu.
edu.

The ALS ice
bucket challenge
has hit such a viral
highpoint that it’s
unlikely you or
anyone you know
isn’t aware of it.
Facebook feeds
are cluttered with
videos of friends
pouring buckets of ice water over their
heads and challenging you to do the
same, but how many of those participants can tell you what the letters ALS
stand for?
I don’t have a problem with what the
ALS ice bucket challenge is doing — no
one can deny that since the phenomenon began, the ALS foundation has hit
an all-time high in donations. However, I do have a problem with where the
focus has shifted to — us. It’s become
less about the disease and more about
getting nominated, who we nominate,
what we wear, how we react and if we
donate or not.
The challenge gives an ultimatum:
you have 24 hours to complete the challenge or donate $100. At first, it seemed
everyone was taking on the challenge
to avoid donating and to “raise awareness.” Then, people began posting
screenshots to prove that they donated
instead of taking on the challenge. And
now, you’re the best of the best if you do
both. It’s great to feel good about yourself, but you should know what you’re
doing and why you’re doing it before
patting yourself on the back and declaring to all your followers, “I am a good
person and here is proof why.”
Don’t get me wrong, I’m not saying everyone who takes part in the ice
bucket challenge is narcissistic, in it for
the wrong reasons or unaware of the
facts; however, sadly I do believe there ‘s
a large number of participants who are.
I’ve seen one person refer to the
challenge both in the video and in the
writing on their post as the “ASL challenge”; another person posted that he/
she “hated the ice bucket challenge
because I haven’t been nominated yet.”
I came across a BuzzFeed article one
person shared called “47 Thoughts Girls
Have While Watching Other Girls Do
The ALS Ice Bucket Challenge” in which
the first three concern wearing a bikini, nine more regard being nominated
and the remaining 35 don’t mention a
single thing about ALS. I understand
that BuzzFeed articles are supposed to
be funny, but what’s frightening is that
it’s probably true — be honest, are you
really thinking about ALS if someone
dumps a bucket of water over themselves half naked?
One person pointed out to me that
people are self-centered, and if feeding
egos is able to raise money for a good
cause, then so be it. But is that really
what charity has come to? The amount
of donations the ALS foundation has
received is remarkable, but what really
concerns me is that we all needed an
audience to get this far.
Kristen Baker is a senior media
arts and design major. Contact
Kristen at bakerkl@dukes.jmu.
edu.
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#newatJMU
Dukes both old and
new share what they
wish they knew as a
freshman

@krgilch: “Budget your dining dollars so you don’t run out
before finals week”

1. Know your fellow dukes
“So, sit toward the front of class if you have the
opportunity to choose where you sit. Stay after
class and get to know the faculty member, go
to office hours, take advantage of things like
the student-learning centers ... ”

2. Get involved

@dshook94: “find out exactly
when buffalo mash will be served
at d hall and never miss it”

“I think our busiest students are our happiest
students and our most productive students in
many respects.”

@lauraaweeks: “Discover Mrs.
Green’s. Screenshot your class
schedule so you don’t look lost.
Visit campus art galleries.”

3. Step outside your
comfort zone

@CaptNonchalant: “Start thinking about what orgs you want to
get involved in early. It’s the best
way to make friends!”
@ JM Us p o r ts : “Make sure
to reserve your ticket to
@JMUFootball games early, esp.
the 1st home game.”
@MattyD_28: “Grilled Cheese
Thursday”
@blairypotter: “Make as many
new friends as possible. Don’t
stick to just one group for your
whole college experience.”
@T4_Tiger: “Always say hi to
Ms. Kathy in D-Hall she’s the
greatest!”
@bjenk: “Get involved in the
community. It’s a great place to
live, work and play.”

“There are so many
organizations for people to join. Study abroad
to stretch your horizons.
Go someplace you’ve never been … I think
that’s how we learn the most —
when we stretch ourselves.”

blair rosen / the breeze

4. Ask for Help
“This is a university where we really do want all
of you to succeed. This is not a place where we
say ‘look to your left, look to your right, one of
you won’t be here in three years.’ No, I want
‘look to your left, look to your right, get to know
those people.’ You can learn from them, you
can learn with them, and we want to see all of
you walking across the stage.”

Advice
from
Alger

The vendors of JMU

@JmuDominos: “Ask for the
Student Deals! Save some
money!”
@DeltaSigmaBeta: “Have at
least two cab numbers and safe
rides in your phone.”

JMU business students create JustVinder, a localized website for selling and buying goods

@seanncassidy: “Take advantage of the opportunity to
explore new interests! Reach out
of your comfort zone.”
@eL_Beeee: “We call it ‘D-Hall’not Gibbons. #RookieMistake”
@bathurk: “sit up front in class,
be attentive and build relationships with your professors and
peers”
@notmikeharvey: “don’t wear
your lanyard with your room key
and jac card around your neck”
@ JL a u d y : “Don’t neglect
downtown.”
@Shadowop: “Don’t forget to call
mom!”
@JohnDrama360: “STUDY
HARD, save your dining dollars,
Gatorade and multivitamin after
drinking.”
@nicksloane: “The crosswalk
between bookstore and chips follows New York rules. If you can
go, GO!”
@JMUAsstDeanM_M: “Set
and use your out of class time
wisely!”
@emmaJ3AN: “don’t be afraid
to introduce yourself to anyone
around you! study buddies are a
must”
@ShellyLaurenzo: “Take advantage of your freshman academic
advisor, we’re here to help!”
@JMUMC: “Don’t be afraid to
speak up in class and engage in
classroom discussions! Hopefully
It’s Complicated gave you a feel
for it”
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Alex Hogge and Jasur Tarancci, the creators of JustVinder, met through various Madison Investment Fund (MIF) meetings and around the Showker Hall labs.
By joanna morelli
The Breeze

Imagine: a website full of anything you may need; all you need to
do is meet up with one of your college peers to purchase the item.
This idea is not too far-fetched thanks to two JMU students and the
new online trading post, JustVinder.
The idea was spawned when sophomore finance major Alex Hogge
and his roommate were having trouble selling old possessions last
year.
“My roommate freshman year was trying to sell a lot of things,”
Hogge said. “We both had the same problem with trying to sell books
and other items around campus. There was no real way for us to do it,
there was no real hub to sell items to students, or other stuff like that.”
The idea expanded over time spent in the Showker labs, Madison
Investment Fund meetings (MIF, an organization for finance majors)
and JMU’s Society of Entrepreneurs. It was through MIF meetings and
around Showker that Hogge met his current business partner, junior
finance major Jasur Tarancci.
The website works like this: a user can browse items for sale freely
without being haggled to sign in or sign up for the website. When a
user wishes to sell an item or buy an item, they must register with
their school email and personal information. The creators of the website hope that this feature will work as security against unwholesome
sellers or sales.
“One of the things that really helped me from my JMU experience
and business classes was learning how to communicate with other
people and draw them in and make them believe in an idea,” Tarancci
said. “Because of that, I’ve been kind of successful in finding people
to connect the dots for us [and to help us]. Alex [Hogge] and I are
finance majors, so we don’t know everything ... so we have a lot of
other people working together with us to make this possible.”
The two wanted to have a concise, memorable name. They hope
it will catch on and become a household name, such as Facebook.
“We wanted to be a vendor for everything a college student might
need,” Hogge said. “We want to keep it secure, so students won’t have

to deal with people off campus who are trying to solicit bad things.”
In order to do this, there are separate subdivisions of the website
for different universities. Currently, there are only three registered
with the website: JMU, Virginia Tech and the University of Maryland.
JMU’s website is the only one that is navigable at the moment, though
it is still beta testing (with only two listings so far).
“A lot of the schools around here, like Eastern Mennonite University, we don’t have enough people [there] to market it [JustVinder.
com],” Hogge said. “We don’t want to be somewhere without the hype
around it … We want to have a vacuum behind each of the locations
that we go to. So, those [universities] are the three that we have the
most support behind.”
Hogge’s friends from high school showed interest in his idea and
are helping to get JustVinder off the ground at Virginia Tech and the
University of Maryland. Their friends at JMU are still helping with
beta testing.
Varun Datta, a sophomore marketing major, is one of the beta testers of the website, and has found it easy to use so far.
“I think it’s a really great website,” Datta said. “Vinder doesn’t
charge you to post [listings], which is essential for college students.
The user interface is very clean, very accessible and very easy to use.”
Currently, the website is completely free to users. Hogge and
Tarancci hope to keep it free, but in the future may also offer a delivery service to have items brought to buyers for a fee. Aside from this
feature, Hogge and Tarancci hope that the local aspect of their website will appeal to users.
“It [The local aspect of the website] just creates this kind of trust
between one another, and that’s something you can’t get off of eBay
or Craigslist,” Tarancci said. “It’s just the homey feeling we wanted
to create through Vinder.”
The creators of JustVinder have many plans in store for the website, hopefully one day having subdivisions of the site for universities
across the country.
For now, however, Hogge assured users to, “stay tuned.”
contact Joanna Morelli at breezearts@gmail.com.
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A new dawn

app review

Local band The Dawn Drapes draw from their surroundings for inspiration

An app
a day

All the tools you’ll need to have a
successful first week at JMU
By Marta Vucci
The Breeze
JMU Bus Schedules ($) + iBooks (FREE)

If you have a few cents left in
your iTunes account, the JMU
Bus Schedules app allows you to
track the real-time whereabouts
of the 30+ bus routes that the
Harrisonburg Department of
Transportation (HDPT) provides to
students.
But, if you’d rather take up the
free alternative, download the
iBooks app for your phone and
fill it with saved PDFs of the bus
schedules from HDPT’s website.
You won’t be able to track the exact
movement of the buses, but at least
you’ll be able to pull up a schedule
whenever you want.
julia walker / the breeze

The Dawn Drapes perform at The Artful Dodger for “Whiskey Wednesday.” The band often performs at downtown venues such as Clementine Cafe.

JMU Moves (FREE)

For Harrisonburg bikers —
and many of you are — JMU
Moves is an interesting way to
document your trails and share
them with fellow bikers. The app
also automatically sends your trip
data to the local transportation
planning authority. Ultimately,
you’re helping make Harrisonburg
a better place to bike.

By Joanna Morelli

“I think the three-piece is unique and that works to our advantage,” Rice said.
Blue Sprocket Sound is confident in, and proud of, their first
Nature is a strong influence on a multitude of artists and project as a studio and continues to host them. Recently, the
musicians alike. The Shenandoah Valley and the Blue Ridge band recorded their new single “What I Want” at Blue Sprocket
Mountains are no exception, especially for the Harrisonburg- Sound, due out next month.
Rice described the single as “a little heavy and a little light. A
based band, The Dawn Drapes.
“I think the main thing that influenced our getting together little weird too.”
and writing songs was our environment — the Valley, all the
The band also recorded a visual single with Blue Sprocket
mountains, the scenery, the sleepy town kind of feel,” Daniel Sound and Lurid Pictures, a Harrisonburg-based video production team.
Rice (guitar/vocals) and JMU alum (’14) said.
The band is made up of Rice and two others: Mike Sanzo (keys/
“What makes the music is them — their personalities,” Jackson
vocals), also a JMU alum (’12), and Greg “Eggy” Gorsaid. “Everything I’ve heard from them has been
man (drums/vocals). The “indie psychedelic rock” “What makes the
original material. There’s a collective process [to
music can vary from smooth, serene instrumentals
their music writing]. They’re three very talented,
music
is
them
—
to dancey, folk songs.
fantastic people.”
The future of The Dawn Drapes remains fluid.
“We’re really focused on the song and the lyrics their personalities
The band hopes to release a full album, perform
and the feel,” Gorman said. “It’s really common to see
Chris Jackson
more at JMU and continue to tour. For their new
bands that are way too loud.”
The band members met by happenstance due to co-owner of Blue
music, the band hopes to draw from their travSprocket Sound
similar acquaintances.
els and experiences on tour. The band has also
Rice and Sanzo went to high school together and
been expanding their performance repertoire by
met through mutual friends; their older brothers
including covers of Neil Young, The Band, Carwere also roommates in college. The two met Gorole King, Tom Petty, Paul Simon and Fleetwood
man through his older brother who attended JMU.
Mac songs, as well as new original songs. They also perform with
“We jammed maybe a week or two after that, and we just friends and family (such as Gorman’s brother, Jeff Gorman, and
the jazz artists from Jazz Night at The Artful Dodger).
clicked,” Gorman said.
“I play live with them pretty much once a week [while they’re
It was also a coincidence that just as the band was looking to
record their first EP (“She,” released this past February), Blue in Harrisonburg],” Jeff Gorman said. “We get together and jam
Sprocket Sound, a local recording and production studio, was and share ideas.”
looking for its first clients.
When Jeff Gorman is added to the mix of the band’s sound, he
“It [was] one of those cosmic-timing type things,” Chris Jack- brings an Americana feel with his vocal and guitar skills.
son, a co-owner of Blue Sprocket Sound, said.
However, despite The Dawn Drapes’ ability to vary their sound,
The band has been busy touring all summer, following the they continue to stick to their original vision of the band.
“We like to pride ourselves on being songwriters and not
release of their EP, “She.” Touring cities such as Nashville (the
band’s favorite stop from the tour), Louisville, New York City, being a loud band or jam band,” Gorman said. “We like to
Richmond and Washington, D.C. can be a bit overwhelming. pride ourselves on just being, aware.”
But the band remains confident that their sound and style help
them stand out from other performers.
contact Joanna Morelli at breezearts@gmail.com.
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SafeTrek (FREE)

If you feel unsafe travelling
alone, there is an app to subdue
your anxiety. SafeTrek allows
easy access to a local police
station. In a few easy steps,
you set up a SafeTrek account
and create a pin. The main
app screen is a pulsing button,
which you hold down when you
feel threatened. Once you feel
safe again, let go of the button and you’ll have to enter your
pin in the next 10 seconds or else the police are notified.
LiveSafe (FREE)

JMU recently made
arrangements with LiveSafe,
another app to help students feel
safer on college campuses. The
app’s main screen gives you the
option of reporting a threat on
a digital map, viewing that map,
contacting authorities in case
of an emergency or setting up a
“SafeWalk.” The idea is that you
choose a number from your phone contacts and share your
location with them — they remain in contact with you until
you end the SafeWalk and have arrived safely at your final
destination.
JMU Res Life (FREE)

The cab is not your party wagon
Advice from drivers on how to get safely and politely to your destination
By Lauren Hunt
The Breeze

Green, yellow, white, orange and black: the five colors to look
out for while on the hunt for a taxi home.
“You want to make sure that it is marked with the cab logo or
the cab insignias around it and when you get in, there should be
a little white card with the driver’s picture,” Chewy, a driver for
the Yellow Cab Company, said.
He said to get out of the car
if it’s not marked and is not displaying the driver’s license.
“But you just wanna make
sure you get into a cab that has
logos on the outside because
you can get into some bad
situations,” Chewy said. He
says that a few ex-drivers have
painted their cars black and
will pick up customers trying
to wave cabs down on the side
of the road. “... [The ex-drivers]
were taking these girls off on
side streets and just parking.
And they would talk to them
and stuff and it’s become an
issue.”
With 14 years of experience,
Chewy has plenty of tips to
offer students who may not
know the proper taxi etiquette.
The biggest tip, he says, is to
call only one cab at a time. He
says that students have been
calling all four companies
in Harrisonburg and taking
whichever driver gets to the
address first.
“You have a lot of cab drivers driving in circles with nobody
being there when they could be picking up other people at that
time,” Kelley Hijjeh, also a Yellow Cab driver of 14 years, said.
Chewy recommends finding a cab driver that you can trust and
then befriending them.
“Find somebody you like, tip them well and take care of them
and guarantee you it will be the best friend you ever had,” Chewy
said. “You’ll have a friendship for life.”
Tipping cab drivers is important, too. Drivers are private contractors, meaning that they have to pay out of pocket to lease the

car as well as for miles and gas. Chewy estimates he begins most
nights at a $120 loss and relies on tips to make a profit.
“The way I explain it to people is that we’re like servers and bartenders, but the difference is, the servers and bartenders still make
$2 an hour. We don’t even make that,” Chewy said. Tipping well
will also give some customers priority over others.
“Let’s say I’ve got six people that called me and five of those
people are $1-2 tippers and one hands me $10, $15 anywhere they
go, that person takes priority,”
Chewy said. “Even if the previous five callers called before.”
Another tip from drivers is to
have the physical address of the
pickup location as well as the
drop off location and to be ready
to go when the cab arrives.
“When you call the dispatcher
and they say that we’ll be there,
be ready to answer your phone,”
Michael Hijjeh, Kelley’s brother
and a Yellow Cab driver of two
years, said. “[Students] call a
cab and they just go back into
the party and can’t hear their
phone and then they’re wondering why they’re not getting
picked up.” Michael said that
it’s even better when students
wait outside so he doesn’t have
to call them.
The drivers also warn that
being messy in the cab can be
hard-hitting on the wallet. If a
cab must stop to clean up a customer’s mess, they can charge
the customer up to a $200
clean-up fee. The most important things the drivers stress,
however, are safety and respect.
“Don’t be out of control in the cab,” Michael said. “We’re working, we’re trying to make a living. We’re trying not to hurt anyone
or get in a wreck.”
Common courtesy is also important when it comes to taking a taxi.
“Respect goes a long way with any driver and
can be reciprocated by the drivers too,” Chewy said.
contact Lauren Hunt at breezearts@gmail.com.

The nice thing about the JMU
Res Life app is it’s a free, easy way
to familiarize yourself with our
campus without having to pull
out your Mappy. Not only does it
offer background info and virtual
tours of each residence hall, but
there’s a campus map feature
that pinpoints important dorms
and university buildings.
JMU Map ($) + eMap JMU ($)

Like the Res Life app, JMU Map
is a virtual map of campus that
pinpoints important buildings and
reports estimated traveling distance
times. eMap JMU is a similar app,
identified by providing maps of
three areas: JMU Grounds, JMU
Parking and a JMU Greek Map.
Outlook Web App (FREE)

Connecting your JMU email to
your phone is easy and convenient
with the Outlook Web App (OWA).
If being more accessible to your
employers and fellow students
doesn’t grab you, think about how
happy you’ll be with yourself when
you get a “class is cancelled” email
before getting out of bed in the
morning.
JMU After Dark ($)

This app is the key to having a
successful nightlife. It’s is useful for
finding bars, cabs and food delivery
menus. It also has an exclusive
partnership with Safe Rides, so if
you need a sober ride, JMU After
Dark has you covered.
The Breeze (FREE)

Don’t pick up the paper? Download the app. You’re saving trees and
keeping up with what’s going on in
the community. The app’s menu
allows you to navigate between your
favorite section of the paper or view
the latest stories from the main feed.

Blaur rossen / the breeze

Contact Marta Vucci at breezecopy@gmail.com.
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THE PARTY DON’T STOP
Freshmen enjoy JMU’s yearly block party despite rain.
More photos online at breezejmu.org.
Photos by Holly Warfield

1.

6.

2.

3.

4.

5.

7.

8.

9.

1. Freshman Rashid Aleemi hangs off a Velcro wall at the Block Party on Saturday night. This was one of the many attractions found at the annual event, which was moved to Festival due to rain. 2. President Jon
Alger addresses the crowd before the festivities of the Block Party begin. 3. A palm reader foretells a student’s future. 4. Nolan Petty, a freshman economics major, whacks his friend Martin Muller during a game of
pedestal joust. 5. Will Furlow, a freshman finance major, tries his hardest to finish off 20 wings in 10 minutes. 6. Kendyl Combs gets her caricature drawn by a professional artist. 7. Eryn Martin, a junior IdLS major,
plays twister with Sophie Cienski and Davon Merritt. 8. A mime hits the dance floor to join students in doing “The Wobble.” 9. A Zumba instructor leads the students gathered in Festival Ballroom in a Zumba workout.

>> More photos online at breezejmu.org
IMPRINTED APPAREL/SPORTSWEAR, PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS, SWAG

L’ltalia
RESTAURANT & BAR

·

Open 29 years

·

JMU APPROVED VENDOR CONTRACT # UCPJMU3966 CLC LICENSE APPROVED

L’ talia

1st THURSDAY OF EVERY
MONTH SPECIAL

($49 per couple includes 4 course meal
with a bottle of your choice of wine)

3rd Thursday Live Music

815 E. Market St.
(across from Sheetz)

http://eastcoastpcvs.wordpress.com/

Choose where your life takes you.
Apply to Peace Corps in one hour.

Visit peacecorps.gov/openings to see a list of our jobs
Contact Keely for more info - khayes@peacecorps.gov

540.433.0961

www.litalia-restaurant.com

Sports

Let’s get goin’

Want to know what’s happening with all the fall semester sports?
Follow us at @TheBreezeSports to stay in the loop.

Editors Wayne Epps Jr. & Drew Crane Email breezesports@gmail.com
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WOMEN’S SOCCER (2-0)

Caught in
the crossfire

Redshirt senior forward
Sam Lofton fights for
possession in JMU’s
opener Friday against
Xavier. Lofton had two
assists in JMU’s 2-1 win.
Holly Warfield / the breeze

JMU alumnus details
Sterling fiasco from inside
Clippers organization
By Drew Crane
The Breeze

Perhaps one of the biggest
storylines in the past year
was that of Los Angeles
Clippers owner Donald
Sterling’s leaked tapes. What
started out as a girlfriend
getting payback on her
boyfriend turned into a
media firestorm in which one
of America’s most latent
issues — racism — rose to the
forefront.
Caught in the middle of this
was Clippers Vice President
of Communications and JMU
alumnus Seth Burton (‘99).
Burton, who was a mass
communications major and
sports editor for The Breeze,
was the man who had to field
all the calls and interview
requests that came from all
across the globe as people
wanted to learn more about
Sterling’s controversial views
and how it would affect the
Clippers organization. Burton,
a Burke, Va. native, took the
time to talk with us about
what it was like being stuck in
the middle of the chaos.
Can you ever actually be
prepared for a situation like
that? Well, no. No you can’t.
But what you can do is always
try to always be the best
you can be and always try to
prepare yourself for anything.
And always do things the right
way and have a clear vision
in how you want to act in all
times — act professionally. So
when you’re in a tight situation
or in crisis mode, your natural
reaction is to be professional
and do the right thing. Just
like how players say practice
makes perfect, it applies in a
professional setting as well. But
no, you can’t exactly prepare
for the media firestorm that we
dealt with in that situation.
Do you remember what were
you doing when you find out
about the leaked tapes? Oh
yeah I do. That’s not something
you forget. The first time I
heard about it was the morning
of the Game 3 of the NBA
playoffs, and we were on the
bus coming back from the team
shoot around that morning and
I got a call from someone at
TMZ just telling me that they
had the tapes and wanted to
know if me or the Clippers could
comment on it. I hadn’t heard
the tapes when they called so I

Finishing what
they started

By Drew Crane
The Breeze

In the world of sports, nothing feels worse than coming up short.
JMU’s women’s soccer team experienced that in last season’s loss to
Northeastern University in the CAA Championship game.
Hence, the team’s new motto for the year is, “Finish what we started,” as a reminder to never feel that sting again.
“Everyone is really excited to just pick up where we left off and not
necessarily start over,” redshirt senior forward Sam Lofton said. “We
have a lot of returning talent and good new players. After the offseason and the hard two-a-days everybody is ready to get this going.”
JMU was a heavy favorite going into that final game, as they were
the CAA regular season champions at 15-5-1 overall and 6-1-1 in the
CAA. Northeastern was only 6-9-6 overall but had a solid conference
record of 5-2-2.
But losses such as that can often be used as a great learning experience, and that’s exactly how the resilient Dukes are treating it.
Sophomore forward and 2013 CAA Rookie of the Year Ashley Herndon said that the team learned not to be complacent, but head coach
David Lombardo doesn’t agree that complacency is what cost them
last year’s title.
“No not at all,” Lombardo said. “Right before the championship
weekend we lost Shannon Rano to a torn ACL at practice, so we had to
rearrange some furniture and that shakes your confidence a little bit.”
However, Lombardo was quick to dismiss the loss of Rano as an
excuse.
“I thought we did a good job in the Hofstra game, and we ended
up beating them 3-1, and they were probably the most talented CAA
team last year,” he said. “But Northeastern was probably the hardest
working … and we definitely didn’t take anybody lightly in that game.”
Even though the loss still stings a bit, the team is moving forward
and everybody is excited about what this team can do.
According to Lombardo, top to bottom, this is one of the more talented teams he’s coached.
“Often times you’ll get some freshmen that come in and they’re just

deer in the headlights and it takes them some time to figure things
out.,” Lombardo said. “We don’t have that at all with this group, so
that’s nice to know that you can rely on your freshmen to be able
to compete hard in practice and that drives everybody else, and
that gives us quality depth in almost every position all over the field
right now.”
As nice as it is to have those six true freshmen come in and be
able to contribute, the Dukes are still going to miss the presence of
some of last year’s seniors.
Among those players who have moved on is forward Laura Wilson, who was arguably the team’s most consistent scorer during her
time with the Dukes, as she tallied a career 30 goals in four seasons.
Senior midfielder Haley Miller and senior defender Becky Sparks
were hard-working, high-tempo players whose presence will surely
be missed between the boxes.
“You never exactly replace a player — they’re not robots — but
Becky was such a physical presence on the field,” Lombardo said.
“Last year, teams stopped playing for air balls on corners and goal
kicks because they knew they couldn’t win the first ball, and now
we don’t have that this year and we’re going to have to try to figure
that part of it out.”
Sparks and Wilson were so influential to JMU’s success during
their time with the squad that they were named to the women’s soccer’s 25th Anniversary Squad — a list of 29 women who have been
particularly influential to JMU’s program’s success since its inception 25 years ago.
Lombardo, who is entering his 25th season, has coached every single player to ever put on the purple and gold jersey, and is extremely
pleased with how the list turned out.
“I talked with every single one of them,” he said. “I called them
personally because I didn’t want them to just read about that on a
website. It was thrilling for me to be a part of that process because,
obviously, I’m the only one that’s been here for all 25 years and it
really drew onto a few good memories.”
see Women’s soccer, page B5

see Burton, page B5

MEN’S SOCCER

Home is where the Dukes are

Coach Tom Martin begins 29th season with JMU as team prepares for challenging schedule
By Wayne epps jr.
The Breeze

Matt Schmachtenberg / the breeze

Head men’s soccer coach Tom Martin has a 349-156-54 record in his 28 seasons.

Most JMU students were years from being born when
Tom Martin was hired as the Dukes’ head soccer coach.
But when he accepted the position in 1986, he found a
fit tailored to him. Twenty-eight years later, as he enters
his 29th season with JMU, he feels fortunate to still be
working at a place he loves.
He’s now the longest-tenured head coach at JMU after
Director of Track and Field Bill Walton retired this summer. Walton left after 36 years as a coach at JMU (30 as a
head coach).
“I’m doing what I want to do, I’m doing it where I want
to do it and I’m doing it with who I want to do it with,”
Martin said.
Martin has a record of 349-156-54 at JMU. Before coming to Harrisonburg, he coached at Tri-State University
(now Trine State University) in Indiana for one season and
West Virginia Wesleyan College for eight seasons.
Compiled over 37 total years of coaching, Martin has
the most career wins among active Division I men’s soccer coaches: 438. He’s made nine NCAA tournaments and
won four Colonial Athletic Association titles at JMU.
But to Martin, that kind of success is attributed too often
to head coaches. It’s the people around him who matter.
“It comes down to players and your staff that works
with you,” Martin said. “I’ve been fortunate in the years
I’ve been here. I’ve had good players and I’ve had good
assistants.”
Aside from his wins and titles, what excites Martin
about coming to work every day is the opportunity to
coach his players in life. Only a select few have and will
make it to the pros.
Martin said he sees himself as an educator, using soccer to educate.
“The real job is ... trying to make these guys professional

professionals,” Martin said. “Whether they’re a teacher, a
doctor, a lawyer. You get a good job, we contributed something along the way. They got something through soccer.”
From start to finish, Martin enjoys seeing his players
grow. And this year he has a crop of nine true freshmen
and one redshirt freshman to cultivate.
According to senior forward Josh Grant, the leading
goal scorer a year ago and preseason All-CAA honorable
mention, the freshmen are fitting right in. Which is what
Martin wants to see at this point, even more than their
play.
“They’re not a shy bunch, they’re all happy to come in;
say what you want, do what you want,” Grant said of the
freshmen. “Which is what we want.”
The Dukes are emphasizing the relationships between
upperclassmen and freshmen this year. Martin and junior
defender Bjarki Aðalsteinsson said that was an area where
they slacked last year.
So far, team bonding activities have included a bowling
trip and a freshman sing-off among others.
“We want to make freshmen feel like they’re regulars
as soon as possible,” Martin said. “We didn’t do that last
year, we didn’t do a good job of it last year. And I think
that onus is on us.”
Overall, last year was a down year for JMU. The team
finished 6-10-1 overall and 1-6 in the CAA after going 10-54 overall (6-2-2 CAA) in 2012. That season also included
a 1-0 upset of the then No. 1-ranked University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill at home.
But last season, nine of JMU’s 10 losses were by just
one goal.
For me, last season was very strange. It was the small
stuff, just the little tweaks,” said Aðalsteinsson, who made
the preseason All-CAA team. “We lost, I don’t know, eight
or nine games with one goal difference. Just the little mental
see Men’s Soccer, page B5
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Men’s soccer | Martin: Team’s non-conference schedule ‘brutal’
from page B4

toughness that we need to get going. We weren’t
as much of a team as we wanted to be last
season.”
Between injuries and illness, Martin said his
team wasn’t able to overcome hurdles it faced
last season to make up those slim differences.
Grant said that if the Dukes take more risks
up front on the attacking end, that might translate to more success in that area. JMU finished
fifth out of eight teams in the CAA last season
with 25 total goals scored in 17 games.
Grant led the team with seven goals last season, but the second-highest individual total was
three, by sophomore defender Daniel Roppert.
“Whether it’s taking more risks, I’m not sure,
but we do have to get more contributions out of
other people on the offensive end,” Martin said.
“You can’t have a single scorer that’s going to
carry you, not with the schedule we play.”
That schedule, Martin said, is one of the hardest he’s had in his career at JMU. And that’s
purposely done.
“We had an opportunity to add a couple
teams, and our goal, whether we’re all freshmen
or all seniors, since I’ve been here, has always
been the same: try to find a way to get in the
NCAA tournament,” Martin said.
JMU is playing two teams ranked in the
National Soccer Coaches Association of America poll this year: at the third-ranked University
of Virginia on Sept. 30 and at home against

15th-ranked Penn State University on Sept. 8.
Other tough games include a home tilt against
West Virginia University on Sept. 23 and a road
match against Furman University on Sept. 26.
Martin says the non-conference schedule
is “brutal”. But if JMU plays well against those
teams, it can improve the team’s resume come
NCAA tournament selection time — if the team
fails to lock up the CAA’s automatic bid by winning the conference tournament.
On the field, JMU will align in 4-3-3 and
4-4-2 formations this season. However the most
important thing to Martin, no matter the formation, is getting players forward on offense to
create mismatches against opposing defenses.
“It doesn’t start with the physical side, it
starts with the tactical or the mental side,” Martin said. “When should you go forward? When
does [Grant] or anybody we play up front need
extra numbers?”
Part of that involves getting everyone on the
same page, the ever-present chemistry factor.
“Learning what the next player you’re playing
next to, what he wants, prefers,” Aðalsteinsson
said. “Does he want (the ball) on the left foot?
Does he want it on the right foot?”
Like every year, JMU is striving for a CAA
Championship and trip to the NCAA tournament this year. Its something that Aðalsteinsson,
an Iceland native, said he’s dreamed of since he
came to JMU.
And as Martin continues his run with JMU,
the Dukes will hope that his almost four decades

Matt Schmachtenberg / The Breeze

Redshirt senior forward Jamal Umar fights off a UMBC defender in Tuesday’s scrimmage, a 4-1 loss.

of coaching experience comes in handy with
that pursuit.
“He’s a very knowledgeable man,” Grant said.
“There’s not much he doesn’t know, on and off
the field. So if you have any queries tactically,
he’s very astute, he’s very quick to help you if

you ask. And he’s got a good team around him
to help him. And he’s got a good work ethic. He
likes to get us fit, he’s a bit of a perfectionist.”
Contact Wayne Epps Jr. at
breezesports@gmail.com.

tickets | JMU expects to use over 1,200 burton | Period after
tickets for Saturday’s game at Univ. of Maryland tapes release all a big blur
from front

low-price StubHub seats affected sales directly from JMU.
But that doesn’t hurt JMU’s bottom line. Schools block off a
certain amount of tickets for visiting teams on consignment.
In this case, Maryland offered JMU up to 2,000 tickets.
Hughes said he school didn’t take that many, because it didn’t
anticipate sales to reach that number.
He said he’s expecting JMU to use over 1,200 tickets with
the band and team’s share of seats included. When it’s all
done, Maryland will invoice JMU for the tickets it sold and
the money will go there.
“We sell tickets to away games pretty much as a courtesy
to our fans,” Hughes said. “We try to get tickets so that we can
get a nice JMU block, and kind of get a nice group of JMU fans
all sitting in the same area.”
Through the JMU ticket office, regular tickets are on sale for
$35. JMU is also offering a bus and ticket package for students
for $50, or $40 for DC25 members (student & young alumni
athletic supporters).
Mini packages are common across college athletics.
According to Hughes, another motivation is the hope that
a school’s fans will buy them and decide to come back on
campus for the non-marquee game.
The packages are also a route for those who don’t quite
have the ability or need to buy season tickets.
“It really just provides flexibility for fans,” Monroe said. “So
the fans who can’t purchase the full season-ticket package
and come to six or seven home games, to [be] committed to
all those Saturdays.”
As of Wednesday, Monroe said Maryland distributed
around 40,000 tickets for the JMU game, between single-game

sells, season ticket sells and students. Maryland’s Byrd Stadium can hold 54,000 fans.
Games featuring Football Bowl Subdivision teams (like
Maryland) versus Football Championship Subdivision
teams (like JMU) are a bit of a controversial topic. The practice involves the often highly-favored FBS team paying the
FCS team big bucks for an almost sure-fire win.
JMU is getting $325,000 to play Maryland on Saturday.
Hughes said the school has a good relationship with the
Atlantic Coast Conference, which Maryland was in when
this game was scheduled.
Over the past six seasons, JMU traveled to play the following ACC teams: Duke in 2008, Maryland in 2009, Virginia Tech
in 2010 and North Carolina in 2011. The Dukes managed to
pull out one upset in that span, winning 21-16 over the Hokies.
From Hughes’ point of view, playing an FBS team is good,
especially when it’s local teams like schools in the ACC.
“It’s nice ... especially when you have a chance to play these
teams in areas where we have a lot of alumni and our fan base
is up there,” Hughes said. “Especially Maryland. JMU’s got a
huge hunk of fans and parents and alumni and things like
that that are up in that D.C. Metro area.”
And JMU historically holds its own in FBS stadiums.
“We like them a lot,” Hughes said. “They’re typically a
nice way to show off our program and things like that. And
we typically travel pretty well to a lot of these games. So
it’s kind of nice that we get to show up, and even though
we’re an FCS program, we still have a really strong contingent and a lot of fans loud and cheering and stuff like that.”
Contact Wayne Epps Jr. at
breezesports@gmail.com.

Women’s Soccer | Already 2-0
after wins over Xavier and UMASS in tourney
from page B4

Although Miller and Sparks are no longer players, they
have remained with the team as volunteer assistant coaches, who act as coaches but also gear up and practice with
the team. For somebody like Lofton, who played with the
duo for four years, their presence is appreciated.
“It’s awesome,” Lofton said. “They’re very talented, gifted soccer players, but it’s also cool to see that they have
really good talking points that they might not have had the
chance to address to us last year because they were on the
field with us. It’s really cool to see them grow as coaches
and they’re very capable of doing a good job.”
Although they were the outright regular season champs
in 2013, the Dukes were voted to finish second in the CAA
this year behind Hofstra University. It’s not something
they’re entirely concerned with, but the team is still using it
as motivation to prove they’re the real team to beat in 2014.
“I think the team is really disappointed about it,” Herndon said. “I know we deserve to be the No. 1 spot, but it
just gives us more motivation to earn that role this year.”
However, it’s not going to be easy for the team to reclaim
that No. 1 spot. Not only do they play their normal slew of
CAA opponents, but they have several tough out-of-conference games as well.

from page B4

didn’t know what they were talking about, because they
wouldn’t give me a lot of information about it. All I was told
was that ‘these are bad.’

Donald Sterling

What was your initial reaction
to hearing the tapes? When I first
actually heard the recording it was
a couple hours before it got out to
the public. My first reaction was
unprintable probably. I was just like,
‘This is bad. This is really bad.’ It
was offensive and, really, it was a
bad situation for the players. Then
I realized that I’m about to be an
incredibly busy guy. Then I thought
of the players and Doc [Rivers,
head coach Los Angeles Clippers]
who have to deal with this while
trying to win a playoff game.

What was your schedule during this situation? To be
honest, that whole time period from the release of the tapes
was pretty much a blur. Immediately after that came out my
phone was going off like crazy — phone calls, text messages,
emails — every news outlet in the world was trying to get
some comment or statement. ... It was just a constant blur,
dealing with so many media requests and figuring out a
strategy of what we were going to do now. It was just a blur.
What is your favorite part of job? There’s a lot that I like
about it, obviously, but the first thing is that I just love
basketball. I love working for an NBA team and I always
wanted to. When I was younger and realized I couldn’t play
in the NBA I knew I wanted to work for it. It’s really a dream
of mine to work in the NBA. Attending basketball games as
a part of my job, and travelling with a pro team — I like it.
It really combines a lot of things I like. I love sports, I love
writing, I love reading, I love the media — I love all that stuff
and now I’m able to do a little bit of all of it. Also, everyday
is something new. Sometimes it’s good, and obviously
sometimes it’s bad. There’s a lot of times when I come into
work and I don’t necessarily know what my challenge is going
to be that day. I like that part of it.

Among those games is a tough road trip to WinstonSalem, N.C. to play No. 21-ranked Wake Forest on August
29. Several CAA games that are circled on the squad’s calendar are they’re back-to-back road games against the
CAA’s No. 1-ranked team, Hofstra University (October 3)
and defending CAA tournament champs Northeastern
(October 5).
Unlike other JMU sports, women’s soccer has already
kicked off the start of their season.
They opened up with a 2-1 over visiting Xavier University
on Friday — a game that saw Herndon and last season’s
leading scorer Katie Hyland net one goal apiece. Both
were assisted by Lofton. Yesterday, the team defeated the
University of Massachusetts 2-1,thanks to goals from sophomore forward Sydney Braun-Mcleod and junior forward
Rachel Ivey. The Dukes are now 2-0 on the young season.
Both games were a part of the JMU invitational, and
Dukes Lofton, Herndon, Hyland and Ivey were named to
the all-tournament.
The Dukes will rely on those players, as well as several
others, as they try to reclaim the title that they believe to
be rightfully theirs.

Any advice to JMU students, particularly those with communications majors? I think the one thing that I would say for
students is to really take advantage of everything JMU has to
offer. I truly believe that all the skills — the basis for the skills
I use everyday — I learned at JMU. JMU has it all, it has everything you need to really get started. I worked at The Breeze, I
worked WXJM, I worked on Curio magazine, I worked a little bit
with the media relations department there — if you really get
out there and look at all the things outside of the classroom,
all those skills you’ll develop there will help you down the line.

Contact Drew Crane at breezesports@gmail.com.

Contact Drew Crane at breezesports@gmail.com.

ragtimefabrics.com

How is it living out in LA? LA is definitely a fun place to live.
I grew up in Virginia, and my wife also went to JMU, and we’ve
been living here for quite a while now but it was definitely an
adjustment at first. But I do like it. It’s very different from
Harrisonburg, obviously, there’s a lot of things that I love and
miss about Harrisonburg and Virginia, but I love my home
now and I love living out here.

60 W. Market St.
Downtown Harrisonburg

540-434-5663

The Valley’s Most
Unique Fabric Store
Printed Cottons for Greek Letters
Cotton Canvas
Costume Patterns, Fabrics, Trims
Faux Fur, Fleece, Tulle, Leather, Lace, Felt
Drapery & Upholstery Fabrics,
Unique Buttons, Ribbons
Simplicity, Burda, Kwik Sew Patterns
Clearance Corner

Hours:
Mon-Thurs 9am-5pm
Fri 9am-6pm
Sat 9am-4pm
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APPLY ONLINE @ STONE GATE HOUSING.COM

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS

SAVE $150
WITH REDUCED FEES

walk to class • on shuttle bus route • private beds & baths • fully furnished
fitness center • computer center • game room • social lounge with TV
all utilities included (electricity up to a monthly cap) • pet friendly
540.442.4496 • 1820 Putter Ct.
see office for details. fees, amenities & utilities included subject to change.

/Cheerwine

@DrinkCheerwine

See if you’ve got what it takes:
• Are you a full time undergraduate
student?
• Are you interested in marketing,
public relations, or advertising?
• Can you inspire fellow students?
Do you work well with campus
organizations?
• Do you need an internship that’s
truly legendary next summer?

Apply by September 5th
atcheerwine.jobs.

Cheerwine is now
available on campus!
CHEERWINE® IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF THE CAROLINA BEVERAGE CORPORATION

breezejmu.org

Classifieds

The Breeze needs reporters to cover campus
news. breezeeditor@gmail.
com
Survey Research Interviewers
Conduct
telephone
research surveys for Responsive Management, a wildlife/
natural resource re- search
firm. NO SALES). Part-time
evening hours Sunday-Friday, daytime hours on Saturdays. Sched- ule varies
based on project needs. Apply at 130 Frank- lin Street
between 9:00 a.m. and 9:00
p.m. EEO. Claudia Reilly
540-705-7377

Part-time administrative As- sistant needed,
north Harris- onburg. Flexible hours. Email barbaraf@
mennomedia.org

Brand new 3 BR, 2 bath
townhouse.
$950/mo.
540- 421-4991.
Student Rental
Room available in the Manor. Female tenant. $500 (negoti- able)
518-791-5598

Therapeutic Massage
Therapy
Certified Massage Therapy
Bluestone Massage & Bodywork does an integrated
massage which includes
Swedish, Hot Stones, Shiatsu, and Deep-Tissue. Find
us online at www.mybluestonemassage.com or on
Facebook. Mark Evans, CMT:
540-746-4772
EXTREME ENERGY! Try
Purple Tiger Ripped. Call,
text 1-540-280-5458.
Back to school eye
exams.
www.drmccormackod.com 540-568-2061

TO PLAce a classified go to breezejmU.org/classifieds
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